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ABSTRACT 

We construct examples of nonexact n-to-one shifts. We first construct examples of one-sided shift 

measures with maximal automorphic factors of any prescribed finite cardinality. Then we give an 

example of a two-to-one shift with a maximal automorphic factor which is an odometer. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we construct ergodic measure preserving n-to-one shifts with 

various prescribed exactness properties. In particular we are interested in de- 

termining which automorphic factors can occur as the maximal automorphic 

factor of a full n-shift. 

J. Feldman conjectured that ergodic nonexact shifts on n states exist, and in 

this paper we give a general construction which yields many nonisomorphic 

ergodic nonexact shifts, including ones with uncountable maximal auto- 

morphic factors. 

Our construction contrasts with earlier studies on the existence of invariant 

measures for endomorphisms, where the conditions giving the existence also 

imply that the maximal automorphic factor is trivial or a finite rotation (see for 

example [1 1] and [13]). Adler and Weiss [l] showed that the transformation in- 

duced by the Boole transformation on [- 1, I] is ergodic but not exact; further 

studies on exactness properties of the modified Boole transformation were 

done in [4]. 

We show that only zero entropy automorphisms can arise as n-shift maximal 



automorphisms. The question of whether every zero entropy automorphism 

can occur is still open, but the construction given here can be extended to in- 

clude many zero entropy automorphic factors of shifts; some extensions arising 

from this construction have been shown to the authors by K. Petersen. 

The outline of the paper is as follows. We begin by describing two factors that 

are present in any nonsingular endomorphism. The first is called a Rohlin fac- 

tor; it is trivial if and only if the endomorphism T is invertible with respect to 

the given measure class, and a full n-shift when T is n-to-one. The second factor 

is the maximal automorphic factor; this factor is unique, and is trivial if and 

only if the endomorphism is exact. 

In Section 2 we describe a general construction of an ergodic measure h for a 

one-sided shift on n states which is not exact. The construction can be modified 

to give bounded-to-one endomorphisms as well as n-to-one. Its maximal auto- 

morphic factor is a rotation on k states, for any prescribed k E N. We also show 

that for any ergodic nonsingular n-shift, the maximal automorphic factor has 

zero entropy. In Section 3 we construct an example of a two-to-one shift whose 

maximal automorphic factor is the dyadic odometer, and discuss general- 

izations and open questions. 

1.1. Nonsingular n-to-one maps 

Throughout this paper we will assume that all spaces (A’, %, p) are Lebesgue 

probability spaces and that all maps Tare forward and backward measurable 

and nonsingular; that is, for all A E ‘3, TA, Tp’A E 23, and p(T-‘A) = 

0 s p(A) = 0 e p( TA) = 0. We say that a measurable map T : (A’, ‘23, p) + 

(X, \B, p) is an n-to-one nonsingular endomorphism if there exists a partition P 
of X into exactly n atoms of positive measure, PO, . . . , P,, _ 1, each atom P; hav- 

ing the property that the restriction of T to Pi is one-to-one, nonsingular, and 

onto X. (This is also called essentiully n-to-one by Walters, [19]); equivalently, T 

is n-to-one if p - a.e. point x has exactly n preimages under T [14]. 

Example 1. We define the space X = A’,’ = nEo (0,. . . , n - l}i and we put the 

usual Bore1 structure on A’. Let T denote the one-sided shift on X. We consider 

any nonatomic Bore1 measure /* on X with respect to which T is n-to-one, er- 

godic, and nonsingular. It then follows that p(C) > 0 for C any cylinder of 

finite length on X (cf. [2]). In this case we call Ta full n-shift. 

Not every n-to-one ergodic (or even exact) transformation is isomorphic to a 

full n-shift (cf. [2]). 

The n-shift example is ubiquitous in the sense that every n-to-one en- 

domorphism contains a full n-shift as a factor, called a Rohlin factor. 

1.2. Rohlin partitions and Rohlin factors 

If Tis n-to-one, any partition P = {PO, PI, . . . , P, _ I} with the property that the 

restriction 7;: of T to Pi is one-to-one, nonsingular, and onto Xis called a Rohlin 
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partition for T If E denotes the point partition of X, then P separates points in 

each atom of T-it; i.e., ‘P v F’t = 6. A Rohlin partition is not unique, al- 

though Parry [12] gives a canonical method of choosing it. Let P be a Rohlin 

partition; by 5,, T(x) we denote the Jacobian function at s (as defined by Parry 

[121), so (4LT;/dP)(X) = J,,,T(, ) f Y or each x E P,. Parry has shown that the value 

of Ji, T(.u) is independent of the partition P. 
A Roldin f&or is the factor generated by a Rohlin partition. It is a factor 

which carries significant information about the noninvertibility and entropy of 

the original endomorphism. If we denote a Rohlin factor by (Z. z> p), then (1 is 

the restriction of I/, to 2 2 %, the smallest sub-m-algebra generated by 

v,“_,T-‘P. 

In Example 1, T is isomorphic to its Rohlin factor using P, = {s : x0 = i), 

while in general a Rohlin factor is strictly contained in the original system, and 

is not known to be unique. In what follows we will construct nonexact ergodic 

Rohlin factors. 

1.3. The maximal automorphic factor and orbit relations 

We turn to the definition of the maximal automorphic factor of a nonsingular 

endomorphism. 

Given a nonsingular endomorphism Ton (X. %, ,u), we define the tailjfield of 

Tby n,,,T-‘%. Clearly % = n,zo T ‘% (up to sets of IL measure 0) if and only 

if T is invertible. The factor map of Ton (X, n;,oT m’%. ,u) is defined to be the 

n~arinzulauton~orphicfactor of T. Since a natural projection exists from Ton X 

to its maximal automorphic factor, we sometimes use the notation (Y. ?‘. n) to 

denote the image of X under the projection, and call the factor map S. 

In our construction we use the relationship between the invertible odometer 

map (addition by 1 on the left with a carry ~ also called the adding machine and 

the von Neumann transformation), and the shift map Ton the same one-sided 

product space, X,;, for each n > 1. If 11 is an ergodic nonsingular measure for 

the odometer, then p is nonsingular for the shift if and only if the shift is non- 

singular and exact for the measure I_I [7], [14]. When 11 is nonsingular for both 

maps then the shift is exact if and only if the odometer is ergodic [7]. Thus 

constructing a nonergodic odometer is equivalent to constructing a shift with a 

nontrivial maximal automorphic factor. The difficulty is in maintaining in- 

variance (or even nonsingularity) of the measure for the shift in the construc- 

tion. 

This connection between an invertible and a noninvertible map on X,,+ is 

made precise by the following orbit relations for an endomorphism. We refer to 

[7] or [5] for details. We use these relations in our construction. 

Assume that T is a nonsingular endomorphism of (X, 23. LL). We define RT. = 

{(x; \I’) E X x X : T’*s = T “‘w for some m. n E FV}: this is often called the grmd 

orbit r.elution of T. 

Similarly, we define the subrelation Sr = {(s, 111) E X x X : T’k = T”rts for 

some n E N}. These relations are measurable amenable relations for countable- 
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to-one T, and using the notion of a (measurable) quotient relation defined by 

Feldman, Sutherland, and Zimmer [5], it can be shown that the ergodic de- 

composition of the grand orbit relation by ST gives, in a natural way, the group 

Z acting on the tail field of T by the maximal (invertible) automorphic factor. 

The group Z, endowed with the action, is called the quotient relation RTIST [3]. 

2. THE GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 

In this section, we present a general construction of a measure for the one- 

sided shift on n states with control over the maximal automorphic factor. The 

construction is motivated by one given by Dajani and Hawkins [2]. 

2.1. Notation and outline of the construction 

We begin with two spaces with maps denoted (X; T) and (Y; R). On X x Y we 

construct a T x R invariant measure p. This measure is then projected onto X 

to define an invariant measure (T for T. With minimal assumptions, ~7 will be 

ergodic, n-to-l for T, and in our later examples we will be able to control its 

maximal automorphic factor. To be more precise, this factor will inherit all its 

properties from (Y; R). 
The measure p on X x Y is constructed fiberwise. Specifically, we put a 

measure X on Yand fiber measures 4 on each fiber X x {y}. The choice of fiber 

measures 4” is measurable in y; i.e., for any Bore1 set B E 23, the map y H p,(B) 
is a measurable function on Y Then for each Bore1 product set B x F we put 

p(B x F) = P,,(WW 
F 

This measure is extended in the usual way to the product Bore1 a-algebra de- 

noted ‘x3 x 8. By the usual abuse of language, for any E E ‘x3 x ;“r we write 

We project the measure p onto X, and in a later section we will prove that the 

choices can be made so that the projection is, after removing a set of measure 

zero, injective. 

It remains to describe explicitly the construction of the fiber measures pJ. Let 

n > 1 and k > 1 be fixed integers. Throughout this paper X will denote the 

product space X = X,” = nz, (0, 1, . . , n - l}i with the shift T. 

We consider any ergodic process ( Y; R, Q); i.e., a Lebesgue probability space 

(Y, 8, A), an invertible ergodic measure preserving transformation R, and a 

finite generating partition GJ = { Qo, . . . , Qk- i} with k atoms. 

We set N, = {O,l,. . . ,n - l}, and we choose k probability n-tuples 

PO,...,&1 on N,. Thus pi = {,0?), . .,,Oi(“p”} where ,0?’ > 0 and 
c:‘:; p.“’ = 1 f oralli=O,...,k-1. 

We associate to each point y E Y its one-sided &?-name ye (yoyiyz . . .) 
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where ,v; = .j if R’(y) E Qi. Using its &?-name, we associate to each y a product 

measure /I~ on the fiber X x {v} by 

Now we define the measure ,LL on X x Y fiberwise as described above, for all 

E E % x 3. 

Finally, we project the measure p onto X, with factor measure (T, and the re- 

sulting factor map on X will be denoted (7’. a). 

2.2. Properties of the general construction 

We now present some fundamental results about the construction above which 

follow from the definitions or are in [2]. 

Lemma 2. The measure p on X x Y projects to X on Y 

Lemma 3. The map T x R takes thefiber X x (y> onto the.fiher X x (RF] and 

f)R, 0 T-’ = f),.. 

Lemma 4. The measure /L is invariant jbr T x R 

Lemma 5. Tlle,firctor measure IT on X is invariant,for 7: 

Lemma 6. ~f‘every :$, has no _-et-o component; i.e., s[,‘,” # ofor a// i,~i then T x R is 

foulcard und hucktcard nonsingular with respect to 11, on X x Y. [f some J,“’ = 0. 

then there exists a set Z c X x Y such that p(Z) = 1, Z is T x R invariunt, and 

T x R is,fitrwardand hack\rlurd nonsingular on (Z. ~1). 

Proof. The backward nonsingularity for all :j, is obvious. For the forward 

nonsingularity, for each J‘ E Y we remove a set of /I~, measure 0 from each fiber 

in a measurable way. Specifically, we replace X x {J} by <,, = n,x ,) Xi”“, 

where .j E X,‘-“’ c N,, if and only if &!,‘I # 0. We then define Z = n,. t ). il. II is 

clear that Z is measurable and has full measure in X x Y, and Z = X x Y 

precisely when all 9, have no zero component. The nonsingularity now follows 

since for every (.v,J) E 2, J,,( T x R)(s..y) = 1 /;j,!,,“” # 0. 0 

From now on we assume that T x R is both forward and backward nonsingular 

(so that we have removed a set of measure zero from X x Y if necessary). For 

simplicity of notation, we will still refer to the space as X x Y unless confuslon 

arises. We will also always mean furward and backward nonsingular when we 

say nonsingular. 

Recalling from the introduction the relations SrxR and ST, for any measur- 

able Set A E X x Y, we denote &xR(A) = {(IV.:) : ((.Y.J’),(w.z)) E J’7.xR for 



some (x,~) E A}, and we say that STxR is nonsingular with respect to p if 

p(A) = 0 @ p(&(A)) = 0. 

The importance of the nonsingularity of T x R is apparent from the follow- 

ing lemma [7]. 

Lemma 7. Under the assumptions of the general construction, the relation STxR is 

nonsingular w. r. t. p ifand only if T x R is nonsingular w. r. t. p. 

Proof. (+=): This is easy using the forward and backward nonsingularity of 

T x R. (==+): This follows from Lemmas 4 and 5 and the hypothesis. 0 

We note that the converse of Lemma 7 is false for general endomorphisms. A 

nonsingular measure for a dyadic odometer, for example, does not typically 

give a nonsingular measure for a one-sided 2-shift [9]. However if Tdenotes the 

full 2-shift, then the relation ST is exactly the orbit relation of the odometer [7]. 

Lemma 8. Under the assumptions of the general construction, ((x, y), (w, z)) E 

~~~~ if and only ify = zand (x, w) E ST; i.e., Srx~ = ST x Idr where Idy is just 

the trivial relation on Y 

Although T does not give a nonsingular action on an individual fiber X x {v}, 

we nevertheless have the following result. The proof follows immediately from 

the nonsingularity of T x R. 

Lemma 9. Under the assumptions of the general construction, ST is nonsingular 

w.r.t. p,,for Xa.e. y E Y. 

Using the notation [3], we call a measure p for T tail trivial if the tail field of Tis 

(0, X} pmod 0; i.e., p is tail trivial if and only if every measurable set C sat- 

isfying p( C A T + o T”C) = 0 satisfies p(C) = 0 or 1. Since p is not necessarily 

nonsingular for T, we distinguish it from an exact measure. 

Lemma 10. For X a.e. y E Y, pJ is tail trivialfor 7: 

Proof. Since each pJ is a product measure the Zero One Law can be applied as 

in [8] to obtain tail triviality. 0 

Corollary 11. For Xa.e. y E Y, thefollowing holds: For any measurable set Bin X 

such that B E n;>oT-‘B, either p,(B) = Oor e,.(B) = 1. 

A related result is the following which is proved in [7]. 

Lemma 12. Let X denote the one-sided shift space on n states, and let cr be any 

nonsingular measure for the odometer on X. Then c is ergodic for the shift Ton X if 

and only if T is nonsingular and exact tvith respect to u. 
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It is well-known (cf. [14]) that, up to sets of measure 0, tail sets for a nonsingular 

endomorphism Tare in one-to-one correspondence with ST invariant sets. In 

particular the following holds. 

Proposition 13. Under the assumptions of the general construction, thejollowing 

are equivalent: jar some A E $8 x z: 

1. p(STxR(A) n A) = 0; 

2. A E n,,>o (T x R)-“$B x z; 

3. p( A d [X x D)) = 0 for some D E z. 

Lemma 14. (R. X) on Y is the maximal automorphic,factor of (T x R. p), 

Proof. Proposition 13 gives the result immediately. 0 

Corollary 15. The tailfield qf (T, a) is a,factor of the tail,field af (R. X). That is. 

the masimal automorphic,factor af T is afactor af R. 

Our hypotheses guarantee ergodicity in our construction. 

Theorem 16. (T x R. p) is ergodic. 

Proof. Suppose that A is an invariant set of positive measure for T x R. Since 

any invariant set is a tail set, then by Proposition 13 we can change A by a set of 

measure 0 if necessary so that A is a rectangle in X x Y of the form X x D, and 

by ergodicity of R, X(D) = 1, hence p(A) = 1. 0 

Corollary 17. (T. a) is ergodic. 

The above results were for arbitrary $,; we now examine some specific restric- 

tions on the 9,. 

Proposition 18. 

1. If the 4; are trivial (take only the values 0 and 1) and all distinct, then (T, a) 

is ct,factor of (R, X). In particular, ifR has zero entropy then Q is a one-sidedgen- 

erutor and (T: a) is isomorphic to (R. X). 

2. Ij’k = 1, then Y is u one-point space and (T. a) is a one-sided Bernoulli shjfi. 

3. Jf the 11, are all equal, then u is a direct product measure and (T. a) is Ber- 

noulli. 

4. !f’;rl,“’ # Ofor all iJ then (T x R, p,) is n-to-l and (T. a) is n-to-l. 

Proof. 1 follows since each 4,. is atomic on the point x, = J’,. 2 and 3 are 

obvious. To prove 4, we set C, = {_x : x,, = i}, i = 0.. n ~ 1. We claim that the 

sets Pi = Ci x Y form a Rohlin partition on X x Y. This follows since 

4,(T x R)(x,y) = l/,@,~’ # 0 for p a.e. (_x,y) E Pi. This shows that T x R is 
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n-to-one. Similarly we show that Ci = {x : x0 = i}, i = 0,. . . , n - 1 is a Rohlin 

partition for T. 0 

Remark. Between the above extremes of n-to-l and l-to-l, all the bounded-to- 

one combinations can occur by choosing some of the pi to have zero entries. 

2.3. The entropy of the maximal automorphic factor 

Throughout this section we will assume that T : (A’, %, a) --f (X, B, 0) is an 

endomorphism which is n-to-one, ergodic, and preserves cr. We assume in ad- 

dition that there exists a Rohlin partition P which generates 23. Therefore we 

can assume without loss of generality that T is a one-sided full shift on an n- 

state space and that h,,T < log n. 

We consider the maximal automorphic factor of T. We will denote it by 

(Y, 3, V; S); that is, 3 = nk20T-k8(amod 0) and S is just the map T re- 

stricted to the atoms of 3. 

Theorem 19. Under the assumptions above, h,(S) = 0. 

Proof. Since S is a factor of T, it has finite entropy and is invertible, so there 

exists a finite generating partition call it A, and h(d, S) = h,(S). Clearly 

A c 9 = nk>oTPk23(mod 0) = nk>gTpk V T-‘P = Tail(P). 

4 i l>O 

It is well-known then that h(A, S) = 0 (cf. [16] or [17]). •i 

Using this result it is easy to construct examples of T x R with exact Rohlin 

factor (T, a). 

Corollary 20. If T is any n-to-one ergodic measure-preserving endomorphism 

(not necessarily an n-shiftl whose maximal automorphic factor is a K-auto- 

morphism, then every Rohlin factor of T is exact. 

Proof. If the Rohlin factor is not exact, then there is an automorphic factor of 

T which has 0 entropy. But this is impossible if the maximal one is a K-auto- 

morphism and hence contains no zero entropy factors. 0 

We rephrase the corollary in the language of our general construction given 

above. 

Corollary 21. If(R, A) on Y is a K-automorphism, and at least one pi is non-trivial 

(0 < p.(j) I < 1 for at least one i,j), then (T, o) is exact. 

A Bernoulli example. The general construction described above was first used 

to construct a non-product two-to-one measure for T x R with an exact Rohlin 
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factor [2]. For that example we choose (R, A) to be a 2-sided Bernoulli shift, and 

the ,C, to be distinct and have no zero components; then the projection from 

X x Y onto X is one-to-one. The important feature of (R, A) on Y is that R is of 

positive entropy. This means that the generating partition & is a two-sided 

generator. Therefore each one-sided Q name can correspond to more than one 

point 1’ E Y. 

From now on we will assume that the ,L?/” > 0 and so all the transformations 

are n-to-l. 

2.4. Carriers of measures and examples with finite rotation factors 

In order to construct an n-to-one transformation with prescribed automorphic 

factor. we begin with the general construction outlined above on a product 

space X x Y. We then remove a set of measure zero from the product space and 

project the measure p from X x Y onto X. The resulting example will then be 

realized as (T. CT) on X. In this section, we construct the first example of a 

nonexact ergodic shift. The example has a two-point rotation as a maximal 

factor. The exposition of this simpler example is meant to clarify the idea used 

in the uncountable example. 

An example of a 2-shift with a maximal automorphic factor equal to a 

rotation on 2 points 

We set n = 2, (Y: R) = ((0. l}:,r + _r + 1 mod 2). The measure we put on Yis 

the { $. i } measure. We set Q. = (0) and Qi = { 1 }. We choose two n-tuples 

,_lo = { 4.4 } and fi, = { f , $}, (but any distinct nonzero vectors will work). 

The measure po on X x (0) is the product measure 

/I() = /_lo x ,:!, x & x . . = {g}x{f.+}x{f.;}x... 

and pi on X x { 1} is the product measure 

p] = 3, x [?(, x 8, x . . . = {~~$}x{;.;}x{f.~}x.. 

These two measures, when viewed on the same space X are easily seen to be 

mutually singular ([9]). 

We now define the measure p = 
~Q(J onXx{O} 

$, onXxV1’ 

To help distinguish the fiber measures on X we introduce the following termi- 

nology. 

Definition 22. A carrier for the measure p is any set C E ‘8 x 2 of p measure 

one. A carrier for the measure p?,, denoted as C,, x {.I’}, C,. c X, is any set of pI 

measure one. 

(We denote carriers of pJ by C,. x {y} to enable us to view the carriers as sub- 

sets of the same X.) 
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Lemma 23. There exists a T x R invariant carrier C for p such that 

C = CO x (0) U Ci x { 1). and the sets CO, Cl on Xare disjoint (i.e., their inter- 

section is the empty set). 

Proof. We define the carrier by 

C = {(X>Y) I I 
co = {X 1 { lirn&Ci XTli = t 

lirn&Ci x2;+i = 3 
y=o 

Cl = 1x I 

1 

lirn$C: X2i = 5 

lim&C;f X2ifl = i 

y=l 
0 

By removing a set of measure zero from X x Y we obtain the following result 

about the projection of (X x Y, p) onto (X, a). 

Theorem 24. In the above example theprojection (X x Y, p) + (X, a) is l-to-l; 

that is, it is an invertible, measure preserving map. 

Proof. This follows easily from the disjointness of Ci and C’z on X. We remove 

the complement of C, then we apply the projection and consider an image point 

x E X. Since only one of (x, 0) and (x, 1) is in C, and the other is in Cc, we know 

exactly which fiber x came from under the projection. This proves the re- 

sult. •1 

A similar proof yields the following theorem. 

Theorem 25. For the general construction as defined in Section 2.1, ifthere exist 

disjoint carriersfor the pJ, then theprojection from (X x Y, p) to (X, o) is an iso- 

morphism. 

Corollary 26. For the general construction de$ned in Section 2.1, if there exist 

disjoint carriers for the pJ, then the maximal automorphic factor of the shift Ton 

(X, o) is Ron (Y, A). 

Proof. We have already shown in Lemma 14 that (R, A) is the maximal auto- 

morphic factor of (T x R, p). Theorem 25 shows that (T, g) is isomorphic to 

(T x R, p), hence the result follows. 0 

2.5. Examples of n-shifts with k-state factors 

It is straightforward to generalize the example of the previous section to an er- 

godic shift on n > 1 states with maximal automorphic factor of k-point rotation 

on k > 1 atoms. 
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Let (Y; R) be the rotation on k points and Q the k-set partition into points. 

We need only to specify the pi. We define &. = @_d (0.. . . , n - l};. We fix k 

ordered n-tuples /3; = {pi }> i = 0.. k - 1, j = 0,. ,n - 1. The 8, are 

viewed as measures on M n El{0 . . ..( n - l}. We now define k atomic measures 

on & by 
k-1 

‘% = n &+i(mod k) 
i-o 

for[j=O...kP 1. 

Definition 27. The B; satisfy Condition B if the k measures q,, are distinct. 

For example, & # DC, for all p # q is sufficient. 

The fiber measures, and measure on the product space are defined as before. 

This results in k measures 4, p = 0,. . k - 1, on X. or more precisely on dif- 

ferent fibers of X x {y} as follows: 

PP = ,ii,, ,$+i(mod k) 

Classical results of Kakutani [9] yield the following. 

Lemma 28. Ifthe pi satisfy Condition 8. 

1. The measures p,, and py are mutually singular whenever p # q. 

2. The shift map T takes p,, to pP+ l for p = 0, . k - 2, and pk I to po 

3. The shift T is singular with respect to each mectsure p,,. 

As in the 2-point case, we can find a carrier C for the measure p such that the 

projection onto X is l-to-l a.e. In this case it is easy to see that the measure 11 

projects to f~ = i C:Si pP on X. 

Theorem 29. Jf the p; satisfy Condition i’j then the measure (T is an ergodic in- 

variant measure,for the shift T wyhich has the k-point rotution us its mrrximul uu- 

tomorphic,fuctor. 

Remark 30. 1. In the above examples, the shift is not totally ergodic with 

respect to ~1. In particular, T” IS not ergodic. In general, in order for the 

Rohlin factor of a countable-to-one map to be exact, the map must be totally 

ergodic. 

2. We will show in a later paper that under additional hypotheses on the 

Jacobian of 0, this is the only type of example which can occur for ergodic 

n-to-one shifts. This result uses the Yosida-Kakutani Uniform Ergodic 

Theorem [20], and is closely related to a result of Rychlik [13]. 
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3. UNCOUNTABLE AUTOMORPHIC FACTORS FOR SHIFT MEASURES 

In this section we construct an example of a two-to-one measure preserving 

shift with an ergodic measure c whose maximal automorphic factor is iso- 

morphic to the measure-preserving odometer on a two-state space. 

As before we have X = X2’ and T is the one-sided shift on X. We set 

Y = (0,l) with 5 the Bore1 o-algebra and the Lebesgue measure X. Let R de- 

note the standard invertible odometer on Y Omitting well-known details, we 

remove the dyadic rationals from Y. 

To complete the example according to the construction in Section 2.1, we 

need to choose a generating partition for R. This will be a two set partition 

& = { Qo, Qi}, X(Qi) = i, which will be specified later. Accordingly, we set 

PO = {i, i} and/?, = {f, f}. 

Our goal is to prove that the maximal automorphic factor of T x Ron X x Y 

is R, using Corollary 26. In particular, we will show that for X almost all points 

y E Y the associated measures pJ have disjoint carriers - that is, after removing 

a universal set of p measure zero from X x Y, for any pair of distinct points 

y,y’ E Y, the measures pJ and p!~ have disjoint carriers when viewed as meas- 

ures on X. (It is simple to show that the measures pJ on Xare pairwise singular; 

this however is not enough to insure that the projection from X x Y to X is 

one-to-one.) Our technique is to first remove a set of fibers over certain points 

in Y then remove sets from the remaining fibers using an inductive argument. 

All sets removed will have p measure 0. 

3.1. Removing a set of X measure zero from Y 

We begin by removing all nongeneric fibers from X x Y. Actually we remove 

some sets of the form X x {y} by taking out all fibers which are not generic 

simultaneously for R, R2, R4,. . . , R2P,. . . . 

We start with the following basic result. 

Lemma 31. The set 

FO = {y E Y 1 lim nap A;$, X&G4 = 4, 

is an R invariant set of X measure one. 

Proof. This follows immediately from the Birkhoff ergodic theorem. 0 

This implies that the following is true. 

Lemma 32. For ally E FO the measure pY ‘sees’ ,130 half the time and /31 the other 

half: 

Proof. The proof follows from the general construction since the product 

measure py is determined by the symbolic coding of the point y which is half 

zeros and half ones for a generic point. 0 
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We next apply the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem to the transformations 

R2 i R4. Rx ~ . . Even though these are no longer ergodic, the averages still exist. 

For example, R4 has four ergodic components (0. i), (i! i), (i, i), (i. 1). We 

apply the ergodic theorem on each component, and remove four sets of meas- 

ure zero from Y, we call the set of remaining points F4. 

3 We then take the intersection njEO R’F4 to obtain an invariant set of measure 

one. This set not only has the ‘correct’ average along J;, it has the correct 

averages along _r4i, ~4;+ 1, y4i+7 and ~4i+~. 

We repeat this process inductively for each R”‘, p = 0, 1,2. ., so that each of 

the following sets has measure one: 

To obtain an R invariant set, we take n,_” 2aP’ R’F,,, and then we take the inter- 

section over I?. 

This gives us the following result. 

Lemma 33. There exists an R invariant set F of measure one in Y so that.for clll 

y~F,alongthesequences2pi$q,p=0:1..... q=O.l.... 2pPl.i=0,1 . . 1 

HY> ohtuin the correct ergodic averages for y us above. 

Proof. We define F = flPxzu n,?;’ R’F,. 0 

Our first step is concluded by removing from X x Y the set X x F’ which is of 

IL measure zero. From now on, when we say ‘y generic’ we mean J E F. 

We are now ready to define the partition &I for the odometer which we use in 

the construction. 

3.2. The adding machine and a two-set generator 

We briefly recall the cutting and stacking description of the adding machine 

transformation. The transformation R is defined as the standard transforma- 

tion ‘going up’ the stacks linearly. 

We start with the unit interval, viewed as a column of height 1. At stage 1, we 

cut the preceeding column in half and stack the right hand side on top of the left 

resulting in a column of height 2. The transformation, as usual, goes ‘up’ the 

column. At stage n, we start with a column of height 2”- ‘, cut it in half and 

stack the right hand side onto the left hand side resulting in a column of height 

2”. 

A two set partition & for the adding machine on the unit interval which is a 

one-sided generator is defined by: 
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2k-l 2k-l 1 - ~ 
+ 2k+2 

= (0,1/4) u (l/2,5/8) u(3/4,13/16) u.. . 

2k-l 1 - - Ql = u,x=, 2k 
( 

2k+’ _ 1 

+2k+2? 2k+l 
> 

= (l/4,1/2) u (5/8,3/4) u (13/16,7/g) u . 

We explain how the partition was chosen in order to show it is a generator. 

Writing the space as: 

we will refer to the above subintervals as ‘pieces’. 

Each piece is a level of one of the stacks of the adding machine. Each of these 

levels is cut in half at the respective next stage. As each piece is cut in half, the 

left side is put into Qo and the right side is put into Qi. For example, the first 

piece (0, i), a level of stage 1, is cut at the second stage into two quarters (0, i), 

($, i). The second piece is cut into two eighths at the third stage. In general, the 

it” piece is cut into two 1 /2jf2 dyadic subintervals of Yat the (i + l)‘t stage of 

the cutting and stacking process. 

This continues inductively and we obtain the following. 

Lemma 34. For every n > 2, in the column of height 2”, exactly 2n-’ - 1 levels 

(an odd number) are contained in Qo; exactly 2” ~ ’ - 1 levels are contained in Q,; 

the remaining two levels consist evenly of subpieces of Qo and Ql. 

3.3. The Q-names for y E Y 

We now examine the &-names of points in Yin order to prove that GJ is a gen- 

erator. Since the two sets Qj are of measure 4 we have that for each y E Y, the 

&name Y = (~0~1~2 . . .) consists, on average, of half O’s and half 1’s. However, 

depending on the exact location of y, we can say more about the &-name. Fur- 

thermore, we show that by knowing the e-name of a point y along various 

subsequences of integers, we can determine the precise location of y in Y. This 

will show that & is a generator. 

Suppose first that y E (0,1/4). W e consider the sequence yo,y4,ys,yi2;... 

Since R4’(y), i E N, are all in (0, l/4), it follows that y4i = 0 for each i. One 

consequence of this fact is that all the measures ,+ for y E (0, l/4) ‘see’ the 

measure PO = (l/2,1 /2) along the subsequence 0,4,8,12, . . . 
Let y E (l/4, l/2), and again look at the sequence yo, y4,ys, ~12,. . . . All points 

R4i(y) are in (l/4,1/2) and hence y4i = 1. Then for these y, all the measures 4 

‘see’ the measure (l/3,2/3) along the subsequence 0,4,8,12. 

If y E (l/2,3/4), the sequence R4’y is always in (l/2,3/4) but alternates be- 

tween (l/2,5/8) and (5/8,3/4). H ence, the &-name alternates between 0 and 1 

along the sequence y4i. One can calculate what this means for the pJ measures 

in terms of the @a and /3i’s. 
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Finally, let y E (3/4,1). To see the sequence YO,JJ~,YS,Y~~~. ., we note that the 

sequence R4’y is always in (3/4,1). The relative proportion of Qo and QI in 

(3/4: 1) is half-and-half, and so along the sequence 0,4,8, 12.. ., y4i is 0 half 

the time and 1 half the time. 

From the above discussion, it is clear that by looking at the Q-name I’i along 

the subsequence i = 0,4,8, we can distinguish points in (0, f ) from points in 

(i. i). This idea is refined in the next lemma to determine what quarter y is in. 

For ease of notation we use the symbol yi to denote both the point R’y and its 

symbolic coding. 

Lemma 35. For any generic y, by looking at the four sequences (~~4, +,}, >(), ,fbr 

j = 0, 1.2.3, rve can determine which quarter y is in. 

Proof. Suppose that y E (0. $), and consider the sequence y2.y6~_1’10~y14. .“. 

The points are all in ( i, { ), so each symbol y4; + 2 = 1. 

We next look at the sequence yr .y5,y9. ~1s.. . . These points are in (i, i), and 

alternate between the sets Qo and Q 1. 

Looking now at the sequence y3,y7.. ., we see 0 half the time and 1 half the 

time ~ but not alternating. 

Similar reasoning shows that for each generic 1’ we will see one of the fol- 

lowing 4 patterns repeated in the e-name: 

Oalh 

alh0 

1hOa 

hOa 

where a, h are either 0 or 1. (The a alternate between the two, while the pattern 

for h is slightly more complicated.) 

Each distinct pattern corresponds to a different quarter of the interval. We 

note that there is only one pattern and three distinct cyclic rotations of it. This 

proves the lemma. 0 

To continue the inductive step, we look at the eight sequences (8i +,j}i>o for 

j = 0, 1,2,3,4: 5: 6> 7. In this case, we have the pattern OOlaOl lb and its rota- 

tions appearing in y;y;_ 1 yI + 7. From this we obtain the following result. 

Lemma 36. For agenericpoint y, by looking at the eight sequences {ysi+,}, lo,.f& 

j = 0. 1.2. ,7, bile can determine which eighth contains the point 1: 

An inductive argument gives the general result. 

Lemma 37. For a generic y, using the k’” piece in formula 1, and by looking at the 

2’+’ sequences {Y~L+I~+~}~>~, for j=O,1,2,..‘,2’+’ - I, WV can determine 

which 2” + ’ dyadic subinterval contains y. 
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The fact that each pattern is distinct under rotation follows because at each 

stage there are an odd number of levels in Qo (and the same odd number in Qi). 

Since the dyadic intervals generate the point partition in Y we have proved 

the following. 

Lemma 38. Q is a generator for R. 

3.4. The inductive construction of a carrier for p 

We now turn our attention to the product space. We have a binary coding for 

each coordinate of any point (x,~) E X x Y; xi is 0 or 1 depending on the dya- 

die expansion of X, while yi depends on the partition & of Y The probability 

that xi = 1 is f if yi = 0 because then pi = ,L$ = {i, i}. Similarly the prob- 

ability that xi = 1 is 5 if yj = 1 because then p; = pi = { i, f }. 

We combine these facts with the specific form of y-names along sub- 

sequences of length 2P for p = 2,3,. . . to construct a countable number of car- 

riers for p inductively. At the pfh stage we refine the previous carrier along 

dyadic subintervals of length 2 -P. 

This section is organized as follows. Starting with points in X x F, we first 

define the set As consisting of those (x, y) whose x coordinates are generic for 

the shift with respect to py. We start the inductive argument on R4; i.e., or 

p = 2. In Section 3.3 we saw that points in distinct quarters of (0,l) have dis- 

tinct coordinate patterns along the subsequences {yai}, {~4~+i}, {Ydi+z}, and 

{ydr+3}. These, in turn, induce 4 distinct families of ,+ measures, one for each 

quarter. By looking at points in X which are generic for each of those four 

families of measures, we induce four disjoint sets on X coming from the fiber 

measure carriers. 

We then give the general inductive argument. At thep’h stage, we will have 2J’ 

distinct carriers for fiber measures p-v projecting onto 2P disjoint sets in X. 

We begin with the following result. 

Proposition 39. The set 

{+$_ 7 
&={(~,~)~lirn-&~x~=~-- 

0 
12’JJ@) 

is a T x R invariant set of p measure one. That is, it is a carrier of the measure p. 

Proof. The invariance of A0 is clear; applying (T x R)-I just adds an x0 term 

which will not affect the average if it exists. 

We prove that the measure of A0 is 1 by showing that for each y, p,(Ao) = 1. 

Given a fixed generic y =, (yoyiy~ . s .) there are two disjoint subsequences of 

indices 0 U J = N, where pi = /?o for i E 0 and ,I3j = ,@ fori E J. By the definition 

of the measure pL almost all points in X x {y} satisfy: 
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where Z, = I n (0, 1,2. ! n} and #I,, is its cardinality. 

We also have for almost all points 

Therefore, by throwing out the two sets of measure zero (the sets for which the 

above limits do not exist) we get the resulting set is of /+ measure 1. We also 

note that the set is contained in A”, but the set A,) could contain more points 

from the fiber p,. This proves that ,u(Ao) = 1. 0 

The basic idea of the inductive step in the construction is to refine the set ‘40 

until we have disjoint carriers for the measures p,. 

The first inductive step: choosing a carrier with good R4 averages 

We start the induction with p = 2 by constructing a carrier for 11 which in- 

duces 4 disjoint ,L+ carriers on A’. 

We recall that (0. a) c Qo and ($, 4) c Qr, and these two sets are invariant 

under R”, as are the images of the two sets under R. 

We now construct a subset of the carrier obtained above, denoted 

A2 C A,) c X x Y. 

We first define 

'O<y< &VE F 

Then (T x R)( AZ,“) is the following set 

A 2.1 = 

I 
; <J’< &YE 

lim L2 
n-xn + 1 0 

{ 

lim l-2 

(x.Y) 1 c n-xn + 1 o 

lim ‘i: 
n+xn + 1 o 

F 
7 

x4, = - 
12 

2 
X4j+[ =- 

3 

I 

1 
x4i+3 = - 

2 
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For A2.2 = (7’ x R)2(A2,~) we get the averages in order 

2 7 1 7 --__ 
3 12 2 12 

And A2,3 = (T x R)3(A2,~) shifts them around once more. The fourth image is 
sent back to Az,~. 

Lemma 40. A2 = A~,J, U A2.l U A2.2 U A2,3 G A0 is a T x R invariant set of meas- 

ure one. 

Lemma 41. The set A2 induces carriers of py for each generic y E Y with the 

property that for allpoints y, y’ E F, ify and y’ are in d@erent quarters of I: then 

the two associated measures have strictly disjoint induced carriers, considered as 

measures on X. 

Proof. Since y and y’ are in different quarters, using the sets A2,,, above, we will 
see different averages for the x4 + 4 sequences. We will call the disjoint sets on X 
induced by the above carriers C~,O, CZ,J, C2.2 and C2.3. 0 

The pth inductive step: choosing a carrier with good RZP averages 

We assume now that we are given a carrier A, ~ 1 for h which induces carriers 
for the measures pY, which, as measures and sets on Xare disjoint for all generic 
y’s in distinct intervals of the form (q/2PP ‘, (q + 1)/2p- ‘), q = 0,. . . ,2P- ’ - 1. 
Using the notation given earlier, we denote each carrier by C,,, x {y}, if y E 
(q/2PP l, (q + 1)/2p-‘) with C,, c X. Our assumption then is that if q # r, 

then C,, n C,., = 0. Furthermore we assume that the points x E CP,q ‘see’ the 
correct average along the sequences of the form: {x2~P~~~i+q}i for each 
q=o,... 2p-1 - 1. 
We shrink the carrier set A,_ 1 to A,, as follows. Define 

/ 
$,<y<+,y~F 

lim ‘-2 X2Pi =CY(J 
n+mn + 1 i=. 

lim ‘-2 
n+mn + 1 i=. 

.Qp;+ 1 = Cl1 

lim ‘-i: 
n-xi7 + 1 i=. 

X2Pifq = ffq 

lim ‘-i: 
n-mn + 1 i=o 

X2Pi+?J-] = o!2P-1 
\ 
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where the CQ, are the appropriate averages determined by the y name along the 

sequence j+, _ rl. In particular, 2PP’ - 1 of the oy are l/2; 2P-- ’ - 1 are 2/3: the 

last two oy are 7/ 12. As before, they form into 2” patterns cyclicly rotated. We 

therefore have that points y.y’ in different dyadic intervals of length 2” have 

strictly disjoint carriers for their corresponding px measures. 

We define the set A,, = UC;:,’ A,.,. 

Theorem 42. The set A,, is a T x R invariant set of measure 1. The carriersfbr p,. 

and /)!.I derived,from A, are disjoint,for y,y’ in di@rent 2Pth subintervals. 

Finally, the set A = nx p20A,, provides a carrier of ,U satisfying the hypotheses of 

Theorem 25. 

3.5. The main result 

Theorem 43. The esample dejned above gives an ergodic invariant measure a,fhr 

a one-sided 2-state shift Ton X,+ wlith a ma.ximal automorphic.factor isomorphic 

to the clyadic adding machine. 

The same arguments can be used to obtain the following result. 

Theorem 44. Given any n and the n-odometer tran~fbrmation R on Y there is a 

measure (T on X,’ such that the resulting shift is ergodic, preserves CT, andhas R on 

Yas its maximal automorphic,factor. 

Remark. It is easy to see that the general construction applied to an arbitrary 

zero entropy R transformation has X almost all pairs + /+t mutually singular. 

However, it is not known whether or not the projection of X x Y onto X x Y 

will always be invertible. 
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